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Toyota Pickup '79'95 (Haynes Repair
Manuals)

Haynes disassembles every subject vehicle and documents every step with thorough instructions
and clear photos. Haynes repair manuals are used by the pros, but written for the do-it-yourselfer.
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The Haynes manual has become an essential part of my garage, lot's of stuff is explained in a
no-nonsense way so even us foreigners can understand. I bought my version when working in the
U.S. some years ago. The only thing wrong with it (apart from those darn U.S. measurements) is
that there is no info on the 2.2 litre 4Y gasoline engine that we have in Europe. Nevertheless the
manual is still agreat co-mechanic/tutor.

Rebuilt a 22R engine using this book. It is somewhat lacking in information about emmisions
systems, specifically the EGR system. But, in general, it gave me what I needed to successfully
complete the project.

Can't go wrong. I've had Haynes manuals for every vehicle I've ever owned. My only gripe with this
one would be that it doesn't discuss valve check/adjustments pretty much at all, and just says they
should be handled by a dealership. If you're capable of all the other work discussed in the book,
you're plenty capable of doing a valve job as well.

I found a lot of the information useful in this manual, but it was lacking detail that would have made
some of the repairs that I made easier. For example, when replacing my clutch fan on front of my
engine, it did not mention that there was an access point at the bottom of the fan shroud. After a
couple hours of fiddling with it from the top, I finally found that out by removing that single piece. It
could have included an illustration or note that depicted that. Anyway, if you want more detail, I
suggest a service manual from another source.

Why I gave three stars is because it is not quite correct. The fluid amounts are not correct if you are
applying them to a new, dry engine/transmission. It called for 4.5 quarts in the engine but it needed
6 quarts. I had a similar problem with the transfer case. This caused me slight problems being that I
bought what it called for and not extra. Good book though, printed on newspaper so the photos are
not great but it has most the information you will need. Came brand new, in cellophane. watching
videos online are a necessary addiction to using this book.

Great reference material for checking on pretty much anything you may have a question or problem
with on the car. Detailed pictures and descriptions for multiple applications. A great affordable
reference book.

As many other reviewers have stated, this book does a decent job of describing how the systems on
these cars work and can be troubleshot. The first section on regular inspection and maintenance is
great for someone new to working on their own car. Unfortunately there's a lot of missing detail.
There's no info at all (that I can find) on the ADD 4WD system, which I had to troubleshoot using
sources from elsewhere on the 'net. I would love part numbers but none are included. Many of the
pictures and illustrations do not apply directly to my 1994 4Runner. Some procedures are really
confusing because they refer to 3 or 4 other procedures throughout the manual, which are not
always directly applicable to my model, so it's easy to get lost.All in all it's worth the money,
especially as a first reference and complemented by the FSM. However, I really wish I could find
something more comprehensive.

Pages were of the same type as newspaper, but a little thicker. Pages were easily marked up with
grease, not able to wipe off. I was doing a clutch replacement, and was left guessing at some of the
diagrams and pictures.
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